1. All concrete shall be MD Dept. of Trans. S.H.A. mix no. 6 with a 28 day compressive strength of 4,500 P.S.I. (unless otherwise directed) with 5%-8% air and 2"-5" slump. All exposed surfaces shall receive a light broom finish. Do not add water to the surface for finishing. All concrete shall receive liquid membrane curing compound in compliance with the specifications section 902.07.03. Refer to plate T-040 for standard concrete curb & gutter and plate T-050 for Standard Concrete Sidewalk.

2. The concrete curb radius shall be equal to the distance from the face of curb to the edge of the sidewalk or 3.0 whichever is greater. Refer to plate T-042 for curb dimensions.

3. Transition the concrete entrance pavement to match the standard alley section inverted crown at the end of the 2' minimum taper.

4. Install smooth dowels in all expansion joints. These joints shall have 1/2" expansion joint material and 12" long No. 4 smooth dowels at mid-depth in the slab 12" O.C. with a greased cap on one end, with 6" of the dowel on either side of the joint. This joint shall be finished out with 1/2" depth two-part elastomeric gun-grade polysulfide sealant Sonneborn Sonolastic or an approved equal.

5. Refer to section AA and detail B on plate T-081 for dimensions and construction notes for residential alley entrance pavement. Refer to plate T-027 for standard residential alley pavement section. Refer to section AA and detail B on plate T-083 for dimensions and construction notes for commercial alley entrance pavement. Refer to plate T-028 for standard commercial alley pavement section.

NOTES